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Abstract
Introduction Statin discontinuation can have major negative health consequences. Studying the reasons for discontinuation 
can be challenging as traditional data collection methods have limitations. We propose an alternative approach using social 
media.
Methods We used natural language processing and machine learning to extract mentions of discontinuation of statin therapy 
from an online health forum, WebMD (http:// www. webmd. com). We then extracted data according to themes and identified 
key attributes of the people posting for themselves.
Results We identified 2121 statin reviews that contained information on discontinuing at least one named statin. Sixty percent 
of people posting declared themselves as female and the most common age category was 55–64 years. Over half the people 
taking statins did so for < 6 months. By far the most common reason given (90%) was patient experience of adverse events, 
the most common of which were musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders. The rank order of adverse events reported 
in WebMD was largely consistent with those reported to regulatory agencies in the US and UK. Data were available on age, 
sex, duration of statin use, and, in some instances, adverse event resolution and rechallenge. In some instances, details were 
presented on resolution of the adverse event and rechallenge.
Conclusion Social media may provide data on the reasons for switching or discontinuation of a medication, as well as unique 
patient perspectives that may influence continuation of a medication. This information source may provide unique data for 
novel interventions to reduce medication discontinuation.
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Key Points 

Adverse events are the most common reason cited on 
WebMD for the discontinuation or switching of statin 
medication.

Details of the types of adverse events leading to discon-
tinuation or switching of statin medication are available 
on social media along with key demographics.

The types of statin adverse events mentioned on WedMD gen-
erally follow a similar pattern to reports from regulatory data.

1 Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the number one cause of 
death globally [1], with an estimated 75% of premature 
cases being preventable [2]. Hypercholesterolaemia, espe-
cially elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-
C) levels, has long been recognized as a risk factor for the 
development of CVD [3]. Statin therapy has been shown 
to reduce serum cholesterol, leading to a reduction in the 
incidence of heart disease and stroke [4].

Although the benefits of lifelong adherence to statins 
are well-established, worldwide rates of persistence (the 
duration of time from initiation to discontinuation of 
therapy) for statins are suboptimal [5–11]. A recent meta-
analysis revealed that after 1 year, 23% of patients aged 
65 years and over had discontinued their therapy at 1 year, 
and 32 and 39% had discontinued at 2 and 4 years, respec-
tively [12]. Other studies have reported rates of switch-
ing from one statin to another of 20% [13] and 28% [14] 
within people over 65 years of age and in the general popu-
lation in Australia, respectively. Discontinuation of statins 
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can be responsible for the failure to achieve and maintain 
optimal LDL-C levels [15]. Discontinuation of statins is 
mainly patient-initiated [16, and may not be disclosed to 
the prescriber [17]. Switching statins may be one alterna-
tive to discontinuation for patients, particularly in relation 
to certain adverse events [18] or cost [19].

Despite being well-tolerated in trials, many patients 
have reported that adverse effects are a major contributor 
to statin discontinuation [16] or switching [20]. A bet-
ter understanding of why some patients discontinue their 
statins would provide healthcare professionals with an 
opportunity to understand patient perspectives and poten-
tially help to design interventions to address these reasons.

Measuring the reasons for statin switching or discontin-
uation is challenging [21]. For instance, reasons for drug 
discontinuations are rarely available in pharmacy data or 
primary care prescribing data, and if present, are often in 
narrative form [21, 22]. Reasons for non-adherence and 
persistence to statins have been explored using cross-sec-
tional surveys [10, 17, 19, 23–32], with occasional quali-
tative approaches undertaken [33, 34], or examination of 
electronic health records [21].

While cross-sectional surveys are relatively quick, 
simple and cheap to administer, their accuracy remains 
unclear, as they are at risk of recall and social desirabil-
ity bias and limited by questionnaire design and delivery 
[35–37]. Interviews, on the other hand, are also prone to 
interviewer bias, relating to the way the interviewer asks 
questions and responds to answers, as well as their identity 
or behaviour [38]. For example, an interviewer may have 
preconceived ideas about who or why statins are discon-
tinued and the patient may be prone to deviate from the 
truth due to social desirability [38]. Substantial disagree-
ment has been observed between patient questionnaires 
and interviews and pharmacy data [22]. Social media posts 
tend to be contemporaneous to the event studied and are 
without the need for interrogation by a researcher, poten-
tially reducing these biases.

We assess the reasons for discontinuation or switching of 
statin therapy as reported by patients on social media.

2  Methods

We selected WebMD (http:// www. webmd. com) as our data 
source. WebMD is a popular American healthcare website, 
which along with providing health information also provides 
open access to anonymous online drug reviews posted by 
the public in a free-text form. Named medications, such as 
simvastatin, can be searched for or browsed for using an 
alphabetical list. A review is assigned to exactly one drug 
and is composed of three scores evaluating the satisfaction, 
effectiveness, and ease of use of the drug. The scores range 

from 1 to 5 stars, with 1 star being the lowest value. The 
overall workflow is presented below and in Fig. 1.

2.1  Dataset

We collected a complete set of 343,459 WebMD reviews 
for all medications posted from September 2007 to August 
2021 using scraping tools [39]. For each review, we col-
lected the free-text comment section as well as the date, 
author age, author sex, time on drug, author role (options 
being ‘Patient’ and ‘Caregiver’), condition, overall rating, 
effectiveness, ease of use, and satisfaction.

All data used in this study were collected according to the 
WebMD terms of use and were publicly available at the time 
of collection and analysis. All quotes are paraphrased. We 
have an Institutional Review Board certificate of exemption 
from the University of Pennsylvania.

In an earlier study, we trained a classifier to identify posts 
mentioning changes to medication treatment [39]. In order 
to train the classifier, we manually annotated for medication 
change using a corpus (‘WebMD-BIN’), which consists of a 
randomly selected subset of 12,972 WebMD reviews, with 
a satisfaction rating of 1 or 2 stars (the two options indicat-
ing the lowest satisfaction). We chose reviews where users 
reported low satisfaction to create the annotated corpus used 
to train our classifier because they were more likely to also 
report stopping or a change of medications, thus provid-
ing enough positive examples. However, we did not restrict 
our final set by star rating; the low satisfaction scores were 
only used to more efficiently create our training corpus. 
The performance of the classifier was also validated for the 
reviews with 3–5 stars, although it was trained with only 
1–2 stars. For the current study, we created a second cor-
pus (‘WebMD-NER’) consisting of 2837 reviews, a random 
subset of reviews in WebMD-BIN, which were further anno-
tated to extract the span of text that mentions the reason(s) 
for discontinuing or changing the medication. We used these 
annotated datasets to train a pipeline to identify when the 
reasons for treatment change were expressed.

2.2  Extracting Reasons for Medication Change 
in WebMD Reviews

To automate the annotation of the reasons for the change or 
discontinuation of medications, we implemented a pipeline 
composed of a classifier and a sequence labeler, sequentially 
applied. Given an unlabelled review, we first applied our 
classifier to categorize whether or not the review mentions 
a change or discontinuation of a medication. If the review is 
predicted to mention a change in medications, we applied the 
sequence labeler to extract the spans of text explaining the rea-
sons for these changes. For our classifier, we chose a deep neu-
ral network with a standard architecture for classification tasks 
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in natural language processing (NLP) [40]. We used bidirec-
tional encoder representations from transformer (BERT)-base 
contextual embeddings as inputs to a fully connected layer fol-
lowed by a softmax layer to predict the probability of a review 
to mention a medication change. We trained the classifier using 
the WebMD-BIN corpus on a subset of 90% (11,675 reviews 
with a satisfaction rating of 1 or 2 stars) and evaluated its per-
formance on the remaining 10% (1297 reviews). Our classi-
fier achieved good performance, with a 0.871 precision, 0.876 
recall, and 0.874 F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and 
recall). We also designed our sequence labeler as a deep neural 
network following a standard architecture for spans extraction 
tasks; we used BERT-base contextual embeddings as inputs 
to a bidirectional-long short-term memory layer. A technical 
presentation of this neural network is out of the scope of this 
study, but interested readers can find more details in the arti-
cle by Li et al. [41]. Our neural network, following the IO 
annotation schema, predicts the probabilities for all tokens of 
a review to be either inside (I) in a phrase mentioning a rea-
son for a medication change, or outside (O). We trained our 
sequence labeler on 80% (2269 reviews) of the WebMD-NER 
corpus. The sequence labeler achieved moderate performance 
with a 0.6964 F1 score when we evaluated it on the 20% (568 
reviews) of remaining reviews.

2.3  Automatic and Manual Extraction of Reasons 
for Medication Changes in Statin Medication 
Reviews

To study the reason stated for the switching from one statin 
to another or discontinuing statins altogether, we applied our 
pipeline to WebMD reviews of any star rating (1–5) after 
selecting the subset of reviews of eight statin medications, 
denoted by their generic or common brand names. We used 
the automated extracted reasons for change to help manually 
annotate the reviews.

For each review identified by the pipeline, two authors 
(SG and KO) first checked whether the review was a true 
mention of a medication change, and if that change was 
switching from one statin to another or a discontinuation. 
We then extracted data on the specific statins mentioned 
and the stated reasons for switching or discontinuation. We 
amalgamated the results for both discontinuation of a spe-
cific named statin in preference for another statin (switching) 
and discontinuation of a specific named statin. In instances 
where adverse events were cited as the reason for discontinu-
ation, the adverse event terms were manually normalized to 
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities  (MedDRA®) 
Lowest-Level Terms (LLTs) and Preferred Term (PT) 
codes. To facilitate comparison with other sources, the PT 
codes were then assigned to one of 27  MedDRA® broader 

Fig. 1  Workflow from data collection to analysis
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categories of primary System Organ Class (SOC) codes. For 
each drug review stating adverse events, we collected data on 
the time from starting the medication until the adverse event 
occurred in days, whether the adverse event stopped after 
discontinuation, and whether the patient attempted to restart 
the drug, and if so, did the adverse event re-occur. In addi-
tion, we noted any instances of any other commonly men-
tioned themes using a qualitative content analysis (QCA) 
approach [42]. This approach focuses on creating conceptual 
frameworks or theories through inductive analysis from the 
data, thus we did not seek to confirm or refute an existing 
hypothesis but rather to explore emerging themes [43]. We 
first immersed ourselves in the data and then categorized 
the themes that emerged and reported on the most common 
themes. Due to the small numbers of reviewers describing 
any one common theme (< 6%), we did not investigate any 
themes relating to different characteristics or behaviours of 
the people posting.

In many instances, the posted text described other statins 
that had been prescribed in addition to the named statin of 
the review. We therefore extracted information on previous 
statins or subsequent statins taken, as well as reasons for 
their discontinuation, from each post.

We collected data from spontaneous reporting systems 
(the US FDA Adverse Event Reporting System [FAERS] 
and the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regula-
tory Agency [MHRA]) for comparison of the relative fre-
quency of adverse events reported on WebMD and those 
reported in FAERS and MHRA data [44].

3  Results

We collected 5156 statin reviews from WebMD posted 
from September 2007 to August 2021. Our pipeline identi-
fied that 2458 reviews most likely mentioned a medication 
change.

After manually checking all 2458 reviews, 235 (9.6%) 
were excluded because they did not indicate any change, 
seven (0.3%) were excluded because they never initiated 
the statin due to concerns about adverse events, and three 
(0.1%) were excluded because they were duplicate posts. 
A further 92 (3.7%) posts mentioned a change in dosage 
but no indication whether the statin was ceased.

Of the remaining 2121 posts included, the most com-
mon statin review was for simvastatin (41%, 860/2121), 
followed by atorvastatin (22%, 469/2121); 38–49% of 
WebMD statin drug reviews mentioned drug switching or 
drug discontinuation with statins (electronic supplemen-
tary material [ESM] Table 1). This was relatively consist-
ent among the different statins.

3.1  Patient Characteristics

Most people posting (96%, 2027/2121) were patients, 
with some caregivers (1.5%, 32/2121) and a few unknown 
roles (3%, 62/2121); 60% (1283/2121) were female, 33% 
(708/2121) were male and 6% (130/2121) did not declare 
their gender. Almost all people posting (99%) declared 
their age category, with the most common category being 
55–64 years of age (40%) [Fig. 2]. Over half of the people 
taking statins had done so for <6 months (Fig. 2). The 
average star ratings for the statins was 2.59 for effective-
ness, 3.42 for ease of use, 1.54 for satisfaction, and 2.47 
for the overall rating. Each rating had entries ranging from 
1 to 5.

The main reason for taking statins was selected from 
a drop-down selection, with ‘high cholesterol’ (59%, 
1261/2121), ‘combined high blood cholesterol and triglyc-
eride level’ (18%, 392/2121), ‘homozygous inherited high 
blood cholesterol’ (5%, 112/2121), ‘increased triglycerides 
and cholesterol’ (5%, 108/2121), and ‘treatment to prevent a 
heart attack’ (3%, 69/2121) being the most common.

Although the drug reviews posted on WebMD are mostly 
likely to be from people living in the US, as an online 
resource, people from other countries are also able to post 
reviews; however, the posts are biased towards the English 
language.

3.2  Reasons for Discontinuation/Switching

Some people had tried multiple statins. Within the 2121 
statin drug reviews, there were 2552 mentions of a named 
statin. In 150 instances, the statin switched to was not dis-
continued at the time of posting, thus there were a total of 
2402 mentions of discontinuation (1976) or switching (426) 
of a named statin.

The most common reason given for discontinuation was 
adverse events experienced (90%, 2156/2402), followed 
by insurance or cost (4%, 92/2402) and lack of effective-
ness (3%, 62/2402). Other reasons stated were concern for 
potential adverse events (0.5%, 12/2402), forgetting (0.2%, 
5/2402), drug interactions (0.2%, 4/2402), lack of availabil-
ity (0.1%, 2/2402), had been effective in lowering cholesterol 
(0.1%, 2/2402) and being put off by too much advertising 
(0.04%, 1/2402). In some instances, no reason was given.

When the reasons for stopping a statin medication are 
grouped according to whether a switch to another statin 
occurred, the most common reason for switching was still 
adverse events experienced (61%, 260/426); however, a 
larger proportion cited insurance/cost (17%, 73/426) and 
ineffectiveness (9%, 37/426) as reasons for switching.
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3.3  Adverse Events

Ninety percent (2156/2402) of discontinuations or switch-
ing of statin medication were reported to be due to adverse 
events or intolerance. The posts often described the severity 
of the adverse events in terms of their quality of life. Phrases 
such as “I would rather live with high cholesterol”, “Living 
like this is just not worth it” or “the cure is worse than the 
disease” were used. Many expressed concerns that the drug 
had aged them, i.e. “I feel more like 102 than 42”, and that 
they were worried the adverse events were irreversible.

In almost half (47%, 1017/2156) of these instances, this 
was due to more than one adverse event from different 
MedDRA primary SOC codes. In 510 cases (24%), the 
adverse events were from two SOC codes, in 299 cases 
(14%) they were from three SOC codes, and in 129 cases 
(6%), the adverse events were from four SOC codes. The 
highest number of adverse event SOC codes categorized 
from just one patient for one statin was eight (two cases). 
In 25 cases (1.2%), the number of adverse events expe-
rienced could not be determined due to phrases such as 
“‘I experienced terrible side effects so stopped taking this 
statin”.

In total, 3971 adverse events from the different SOC 
codes were mentioned. The most common category of 
adverse events leading to discontinuation were ‘Muscu-
loskeletal and connective tissue disorders’, followed by 
‘General disorders and administration site conditions’. 
These posts most commonly referred to muscle pain or 
muscle aches leading to problems in movement and fatigue 
or malaise.

The relative frequency of the different adverse events 
from WebMD were consistent with spontaneous report-
ing data available from the regulatory agencies FDA and 
MHRA. The rank order of adverse events from posts on 
WebMD, MHRA and FDA were in direct agreement for 

the top four adverse events (Table 1). There was slight dis-
agreement with only two adverse event categories: ‘Inves-
tigations’ (such as test results—for example, blood sugar 
levels—or weight increased) and ‘Injury, poisoning and 
procedural complications’ (such as accidental exposure 
or intentional overdose), with both these categories being 
higher in the regulatory agency data than on social media.

We were able to categorize the posts according to the 
named statin medication, such as simvastatin or atorvasta-
tin. ESM Fig. 1 shows similar categories of adverse events 
were reported in WebMD independent of the particular 
named statin prescribed.

3.4  Time to Event

The time to adverse event was recorded in 689 (32%) posts 
and ranged from 1 day to 12 years, with a median of 14 days 
(with a 25th percentile of 3 days and 75th percentile of 2 
months). The time to event varied by adverse event, with 
‘Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders’ having a 
quicker onset time than ‘Musculoskeletal and connective tis-
sue disorders’ and ‘Cardiac disorders’ (ESM Table 2).

3.5  Recovery from Adverse Events

Sixty percent (1278/2121) of people stated whether they 
had recovered from the adverse events they experienced, 
with two-thirds (66%, 842/1278) describing a full recov-
ery, 23% (295/1278) describing a partial recovery and 11% 
(146/1278) describing no recovery at the time of posting 
(ESM Table 3).

Eight hundred and forty-two people stated how many 
days had passed since they discontinued the statin. Of those 
who completely recovered or partially recovered the time 
passed since stopping medication was shorter than those 
who did not recover (ESM Table 4).

Fig. 2  Age category of people posting statin drug reviews indicating discontinuation and time on medication
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Table 1  Rank order of adverse events leading to discontinuation or switching of statin medication in WebMD, and adverse events reported to the 
MHRA and US FDA
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3.6  Rechallenge

One hundred and twenty-one people who posted stated 
that they purposefully rechallenged their particular statin 
medication to determine a definite link to the adverse event. 
Of these, 107 (88.4%) people stated that their symptoms 
returned, 8 (6.6%) stated that their symptoms did not return, 
and 6 (5.0%) people did not report whether the symptoms 
had returned (in some cases they reported that they had 
only just restarted their medication and in others they only 
reported their change in cholesterol levels).

3.7  Other Issues Noted (Table 2)

Six percent (128/2121) of people posting stated a distrust 
of their doctor or healthcare professional prescribing their 
statin medication. They mostly identified problems of not 
being believed by their doctor or their adverse events being 
dismissed, with some stating that this led them to changing 
doctors.

Five percent (96/2121) of people posting described statins 
as poisonous or dangerous, with some stating that they 
should be taken off the market; 5.3% (113/2121) of people 
posting directly stated that they had found the WebMD web-
site useful in helping them to confirm their adverse events 
and reaching a decision to discontinue with statins.

4  Discussion

Statins are a lifelong medication, with discontinuation 
leading to a return of high cholesterol levels. The major-
ity of people posting on WebMD discontinued their statin 
medication because of adverse events they attributed to the 
statins. In nearly half of cases this was more than one type 
of adverse event. There was some consideration as to why 
these people attributed the adverse events to statins. Some 
even rechallenged their medication and some sought other 
explanations such as aging or a pre-existing medical condi-
tion. People posting often stated that they did not feel that 
the benefits of statins outweighed the adverse events.

Previous research evaluating reasons for discontinuing 
or switching statins has used medical records (both struc-
tured data and unstructured with the help of NLP [21, 45], 

patient surveys [19], interviews [33], or a combination of 
medical records and telephone surveys [29]. Similar to our 
findings, most studies identified adverse events to be the 
most common reason for discontinuing statins [19, 29, 33, 
45]. Although Zhang et al. found the default ‘no longer nec-
essary’ most prominent, they state that as many as 87% of 
statin discontinuations are attributable to adverse events, 
which is similar to the 90% in our study [21].

In previous studies, cost or insurance was the second 
most common reason identified for both discontinuation and 
switching [19, 33, 45], followed by lack of efficacy [19]; 
however, Wei et al. found cost and lack of efficacy to be 
more widely cited than in our sample (16 vs. 4% for cost, 
and 13 vs. 3% for efficacy) [19]. Nonetheless, our sample, 
while biased towards the US, is not limited to the US alone, 
where cost may be more of an issue than in countries with 
free or heavily subsidized at-the-point-of-access healthcare, 
such as with the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK.

The rank order of the adverse events mentioned on 
WebMD was consistent with the rank order for spontaneous 
reporting data from the MHRA and FDA [44] and indeed 
previous observational studies [21, 46, 47] and social media 
studies [44]. Musculoskeletal events have been found to be 
the most predominant, accounting for 40–60% of all adverse 
events [19, 21, 33]. Zhang et al. also identified musculoskel-
etal and connective tissue disorders to be by far the most 
prominent adverse event resulting in discontinuation, fol-
lowed by general disorders [21]. As social media reviews 
provide us with a similar rank order as regulatory capture 
and observational studies, this suggests that our methods 
are able to yield data that is a fair reflection of spontaneous 
reports collected by regulators, thus enhancing confidence 
in the validity of our methods.

Prior studies have suggested the potential value of using 
social media (such as the Stroke Association patient forum) 
to identify the barriers and facilitators of medication uptake 
and continuation (including statins) [48]. Our study pro-
vides more detail in further disentangling the barriers for 
statins, and also goes beyond those of other studies that 
have used social media to identify adverse events associ-
ated with statins, as we focused on which adverse events 
led to behaviour change and the time to event, which could 
provide useful data for devising pharmacoepidemiologic 
studies or real-world evaluations. Previous comparisons of 
adverse events reported on social media and those reported 
in regulatory data have not always demonstrated such a high 

MHRA Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency, MedDRA Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities, SOC System Organ 
Class
Colour Code: Red: Top 1–5 primary SOC codes in Twitter; Orange: Top 6–10 primary SOC codes in Twitter; Yellow: Top 11–15 primary SOC 
codes in Twitter; Green: Top 16–20 primary SOC codes in Twitter; Blue: Top 21–25 primary SOC codes in Twitter; Purple: Top 26 upwards 
primary SOC codes in Twitter

Table 1  (continued)
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level of agreement, with mild symptom-related adverse 
events reported more frequently on social media [49]. For 
instance, posts on the ‘Ask a Patient’ website (http:// www. 
askap atient. com) focused on fewer and less serious adverse 
events of statins than reported to the FAERS [50], which 
was partly attributed to a younger population using ‘Ask a 
Patient’. Interestingly, our statin users were older (at least 
64% were 55 years of age or older) than those on ‘Ask a 
Patient’ in 2014 (mean 53.9 years).

There was no clear pattern of differing adverse events 
associated with discontinuing different types of statins. Very 
little research has previously examined the relationship of 
the particular statin prescribed and discontinuation among 
patients or the clinical benefit of switching [14, 51]. The 
STOMP trial, for instance, found that more patients taking 
atorvastatin reported myalgia than those taking placebo, 
but did not compare with other statins [52]. Our research 
suggests that different statins are broadly similar in terms 

of adverse event categories among patients who report on 
WebMD that they switched or discontinued a statin. The data 
on switching confirms this, as, of the 150 patients who did 
not discontinue any statin medication, nearly half switched 
due to insurance/cost. In addition, the similar patterns of 
adverse event reporting among the different statins gives 
some validity to social media data, since if it was inundated 
by one disgruntled patient or if one review led to a surge in 
similar reviews, we would have expected to see a different 
pattern among the different statin medications.

Previous studies have suggested that rates of successful 
statin reattempt after an adverse event are high [47]. Our 
data on reattempt with the same statin do not suggest this 
to be the case; however, many people posting also reported 
switching statin medication or changing their dose, which 
may have led to better tolerability.

Some dissatisfaction was reported with doctors pre-
scribing statins, including mistrust. This theme has been 

Table 2  Examples of WebMD posts (paraphrased for ethical reasons)

Multiple adverse events
‘Doc put me on zocor, after just one month I started having side effects muscle aches and pains, memory loss, fatigue, headaches, and dry skin.’
Rechallenge
‘I decided to cease taking Lipitor to see if I would get better and I did. My hands and feet stopped aching, my energy came back, etc. After 2 

weeks of feeling well, I thought I would test the drug to see if it was Lipitor, so I started to take it again and on the 2nd day all the side effects 
that went away came back!’

‘I stopped taking crestor for a 7 days and my symptoms began to went away. I started taking it again and within 5 days, all my symptoms 
returned. I repeated this again with the same result.’

‘Took this statin as my Doctor prescribed. Two days after taking it I started with a persistent migraine. Stopped taking this statin and my 
migraine subsided. Thought it might be a fluke that the migraine would have ceased anyway so waited a week and took Lescol again and the 
migraine came on much sooner and was much worse as well’

‘After 2 weeks taking 40mg daily at tea time I first noticed I had reduced stamina during my regular exercise, soon after odd headache, blurred 
vision, dizziness when quickly turning my head and greatly increased irritability. About stopping for 4 days I began to feel better again. My 
doctor didn't think it was this medication and requested I start taking it again, so I did and after 4 days the same symptoms returned ... So, 
again I discontinued it.’

Issues with healthcare professionals
‘I started to look into this drug because of I was so tired and in pain every single day! I am now sitting here in tears. I tried to tell my idiot of a 

doctor that something was up with my body and he said that he didn't believe me. He was abrasive, rude, and blamed my weight! Total bull!! I 
wish I had read all these reviews. I am no longer seeing the doctor who didn't care what I had to say!’

‘At my doctor’s appointment I told him I had stopped taking my statins, I explained the extreme pain I was having and he said "that only happens 
to less than 1% of people and it was all in my head." I was so angry yet another doctor that won't listen to his patient!!! So blinkered! He sug-
gested I try again. I did for 3 days and the pain came back so I’ve quit statins forever.’

Describing statins as dangerous or poison
‘After only 14 days of this poison I can barely walk. What is wrong with the FDA? Why is this dangerous poisonous drug still on the market’
‘Crestor is pure poison. I suffered extreme pain in both arms and shoulders and almost completely lost the use of my left arm. After 5 months I 

stopped taking it against my GP's advice and it was over a year before I was pain free. I have permanent muscle wastage, thanks to this poison.’
Influence of WebMD reviews
‘Until, I started reading the problems on WebMd, I thought I was going crazy and was the only one who had problems with this drug. I am no 

longer taking any statins.’
‘I suffered in silence. Then I read reviews on this site. I had weakness in my muscles and joints and severe fatigue similar to what other people 

on here were having. I stopped taking it 3 days ago and am feeling better already!’
‘I checked into statin side effects here on WebMD and hey presto! After seeing all of the comments regarding muscle pain and other side effects 

I have discontinued taking this statin. Thank you so much WebMD!
‘I didn't know where all of my issues were coming until I read the reviews here and found the side effects I was experiencing. I'm done with 

statins.
‘After reading all of these negative reviews on side effects, I've stopped taking Zocor ... this many people having the same side effects is certainly 

a cause for concern.’

http://www.askapatient.com
http://www.askapatient.com
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identified previously using social media but not when inter-
views were used in the same study [53]. Patients who are 
dissatisfied with or distrust their healthcare professional are 
less likely to be adherent with statins [19, 33].

Exploring the content of online posts, such as in this 
study, is not only useful to identify reasons for switching 
or discontinuing medication therapy but also to explore the 
information available to patients. Research suggests that 
patients are influenced by online information and are often 
influenced by it more than they are by the information pro-
vided by healthcare professionals [54]. In our study, some of 
the people posting sought confirmation of their suspicions 
through the WebMD forum and used the reviews to inform 
their decision making. Reading about adverse events online 
has also been linked to a decreased uptake or continuation of 
statins [54], and since many of the reviews on WebMD focus 
on adverse events, this may impact on patient behaviour. 
Some people posting explicitly stated this to be the case.

This research provides the starting point for further 
research using social media to quickly and effectively iden-
tify reasons for discontinuation of medications, without par-
ticipant burden. This information may be helpful for drug 
manufacturers, researchers and public health messaging, 
and to improve the conversation between healthcare profes-
sionals and patients. With a larger sample, more in-depth 
analysis could be undertaken into who is discontinuing their 
medication and why.

5  Strengths and Limitations

We also had some limitations. Our data were obtaOur study 
had many strengths. We were able to develop computational 
methods for identifying reviews with information on sta-
tin discontinuation or switching with a high level of preci-
sion. We were also able to extract data on the named statin 
medication and the reasons for medication change in the 
vast majority of posts, and, in the case of adverse events, 
detail on the type and, often, duration. Demographic data 
and duration of statin intake were also available to us as well 
as more nuanced information provided by users.

ined from a single source (WebMD), however future 
research could consider using multiple social media plat-
forms. The statin users captured from social media may not 
be representative of all statin users. Extraction of the demo-
graphic data available suggests that our sample overrepre-
sents females and a younger population. Previous research 
has identified female sex to be associated with higher non-
adherence to statins than males [55–57]. In addition, those 
motivated to write a review on a statin may be more likely 
to have had a particularly negative experience. It is already 
known that discontinuers are more likely to use the internet 
to research statins than continuers [19].

We also trained our model using only reviews that 
received a 1–2 rating for satisfaction, which could bias 
our predictions or lead to a reduced performance on other 
reviews. To assess the effect of this, we performed a post hoc 
analysis of classified reviews with 3–5 satisfaction ratings, 
which indicated only a slight drop (− 0.05 F1 score) in per-
formance from the test set, with an accuracy of 90%, indi-
cating good generalizability of the model over all reviews.

We did not extract information on the seriousness of each 
adverse event reported in WebMD or whether the medication 
change was discussed with a healthcare professional. While 
there may not have been enough detail in many reviews, oth-
ers gave clear indications of seriousness or lack of disclosure 
to a healthcare professional by stating that ‘they were unable 
to walk’, ‘could hardly move’ or ‘there is no way I am tell-
ing my physician’. We also did not obtain a control group of 
patients who did not discontinue their statin therapy.

We did not identify much information on uptake or 
refusal of statins. Future research should determine the 
extent to which data on other social media platforms can 
be used to distinguish between primary non-adherence and 
discontinuation.

6  Conclusion

This study gives an indication as to reasons for statin dis-
continuation that patients felt important enough to report in 
social media drug reviews, with 90% of switch discontinu-
ations attributed to adverse events. The rank order of the 
adverse events stated in social media is also consistent with 
that from spontaneous reporting systems. Further research 
should be undertaken to assess the generalizability of our 
results and to compare the results more extensively with 
other traditional data sources.

This study indicates the breadth and depth of information 
available on an open health forum (WebMD) and the type 
of data available to patients who may be considering statin 
medication uptake or considering discontinuing or switching 
their statin medication. The influence of the information in 
WebMD was explicitly apparent in some posts.
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